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Abstract. Patients today have ample opportunities to inform themselves in the
internet about their disease and possible treatments. While this type of patient
empowerment is widely regarded as having a positive influence on the treatment,
there exists the problem that the quality of information that can be found on online
is very diverse. This paper presents a platform which will empower patient with high
quality knowledge about his/her condition, and will provide intelligent and
personalized recommendations, according to his/her personalized preferences and
medical conditions. We also introduce the EURECA project and its vision in the
field of personalized medicine and show project’s approach on creating a personal
medical information recommender.
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Introduction
Medicine is undergoing a revolution that is transforming the nature of healthcare from
reactive to preventive. The changes are catalysed by a new systems approach to disease
which focuses on integrated diagnosis, treatment and prevention of disease in individuals.
This will replace our current mode of medicine over the coming years with a personalized
predictive treatment. While the goal is clear, the path is fraught with challenges. One of
these challenges is the problem of the quality of information that can be found on online
[1]. In addition, it may be very hard for a patient to accurately judge the relevance of
some information to his own case.
The EURECA EU project aims to build an advanced, standards-based and scalable
semantic integration environment enabling seamless, secure and consistent bi-directional
linking of clinical research and clinical care systems which, among others, will empower
patients to extract the relevant data out of the overwhelmingly large amounts of
heterogeneous data and treatment information.
This paper focuses on current research activities related to the design and
implementation of a Personal Medical Information Recommender (PMIR). PMIR is
targeted at improving the opportunities that patients have to inform themselves in the
internet about their disease and possible treatments, and providing to them personalized
information and recommendations. Its goal is threefold: (1) to deliver relevant
information to patients, based on their current situation as represented in their personal
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healthcare record (PHR) data, (2) to ensure the quality of the presented information by
giving doctors the chance to control the information that is given, and (3) to facilitate an
easy uptake of the new system by minimizing the necessary manual effort. The PMIR
system will be integrated into IndivoX [2] PHR as a set of applications.
Although similar approaches exist already, such as WebMD 2, MayoClinic Patient
Care and Health Info 3 etc., they are not dynamically adapted according to patient’s
preferences of medical history, which is true in our case. The rest of this paper is
structured as follows: Section 1 presents the PMIR architecture, describing the available
components. Then, Section 2 concludes the paper and discusses future directions.

1. PMIR Architecture
The architecture of the system is shown on Figure 1. On the top layer, there is a PHR
system through which the whole functionality of the PMIR is offered to the patient.

Figure 1. PMIR Architecture.

Using the PHR system, the patient, besides logging and reviewing his medical
information, is able to search for relevant, high quality information using an intelligent
search engine provided as an individual PHR app. The feedback presented to the user is
provided by the recommendation service which considers the following modules to make
the results of the query as personalized as possible:
a) Topics/Terms Database: This database indexes all web documents that are
being searched for relevant information. Those web documents are high quality
web resources (web pages, pdfs, docs etc.) selected carefully by the appropriate
experts. If no relevant document is retrieved by this database then the results
from HON4 search are used instead.
b) Patient Preferences Database: This database contains user preferences that are
acquired as the patient browses the results presented to him. His selections are
logged and he is also able to rank by himself a result as relevant or irrelevant to
augment similar future searches.
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c)

Medical Conditions Database: This database captures the medical conditions
that the patient has logged in his PHR. Information here includes allergies,
medications, problems, procedures and laboratory results.
d) Rules Database: This database includes rules that are used for filtering and
ranking the results of the database. Besides ranking and filtering results, there
exist also rules for providing automatically recommendations to the patients.
Both Rules and Topics are being generated by the Data Mining Service by
processing semantically annotated external documents. Those documents can be selected
by experts or can be the results of other search engines if there are no relevant documents
already selected. Moreover, the Data Mining produces the rules for filtering and sorting
the different documents.
In the following we give a short description of the PMIR building blocks.
1.1. Semantic Annotation
The semantic annotator parses related texts from external sources using Natural
Language Processing (NLP) techniques [3] such as pre-processing algorithms for
tokenization, lemmatization and part of speech. Then the platform communicates with
the Bioportal [4] annotator and extracts ontology terms, concepts and semantic types for
a set of medical ontologies. Using the ontology terms and its semantic types we get
annotated documents which feed the data mining services and generate a topic model
and the corresponding map for the annotations.
1.2. Data Mining Service

Figure 2. Small excerpt from the Topic Map (in German – labels represent topics/subtopics identified)

Data mining approaches allow the PMIR platform to scale beyond the complexity that is
possible with a purely manual approach of content generation. A core problem for
personalized information recommendation, based on both structured patient data and
unstructured text content, is that appropriate meta-data has to be generated for the text
content. While the semantic annotation of texts based on ontology terms is an interesting

approach to identify already known concepts, this approach has limited capability to
identify new, unknown concepts. For this reason, as an additional source of information,
topic maps are used. The topic models, which are based on the LDA algorithm [5],
provide an intuitive overview over important discussion topics in the texts which are
extracted directly from the texts itself. The advantage of this approach is that it not only
allows to generate interesting meta-data (by assigning to each text its topic membership
degrees), but also allows a clinician or any other interested party to get a very quick
overview over the content which is recommended to patients without having to read all
available documents (an example is shown in Figure 2). This is a key issue to monitor
the quality of the recommended information and keeping track of the patient’s interests
without an excessive demand on precious expert’s time.
1.3. Recommendation Service
The recommendation service is the bridge between the knowledge from the data mining
services and the patient’s information and preferences. This service is built over rules
based on the metadata, information from the PHR, and the recorded patient feedback.
The service also supports the scoring mechanism for the retrieved information. The
content that has been identified as relevant is scored according to its dynamic relevance
to the patient. In addition to the objective relevance, the system takes into account
subjective information such as the content which the patient has already seen, or the type
of content the patient prefers (articles for the general public or specialist information,
text or image, etc). The patient-specific relevance is learned based on patient feedback.
The recommendation rules on the other hand are automatically learned from data and
optionally be evaluated from experts.
1.4. Personal Health Record
IndivoX, the EURECA’s PHR system, is an open-source personal health platform,
enabling an individual to own and manage a complete, secure, digital copy of her health
and wellness information. It has been extended to include the PMIR search engine and
to respond to the different recommendations provided by the recommendation service.
This covers a wide range of techniques such as: adaptive presentation which deals with
the content presentation in a manner that best suits individual users' needs, adaptive
navigation which comprises all the ways to alter visible links to support hyperspace
navigation and intelligent alerts generated through the recommendation services.
The extended PHR supplies feedback about the displayed information from the
patient, either implicitly or explicitly, such that the relevance of the displayed
information can be adopted over time. The process of adapting content to specific user
needs can be thought of as two main sub processes. The first sub process involves
understanding what content can be most relevant to the current user’s interests, and how
this content should be organized. The second sub process involves decision on how to
effectively present the selected content to the user.

2. Conclusion and Discussion
The changing nature of information distribution due to the evolution of the web has
important implications for health care. Given the wide use of the web in providing

medical information, feeding patients with appropriate content might further enhance the
patient’s education and experience. The validity and the quality of the available
healthcare information on the internet is an area of major concern mainly because these
have not been well documented [6]. Although healthcare professionals should continue
to strive to be the main source of information for patients, we should also be aware that
most will continue to use the internet to gather information [7]. A recent publication from
Berg et al [8] concluded that the optimal solution for patients is to be guided by
healthcare providers to more optimal resources over the web. Delivering accurate sources
to patient increases his knowledge and changes the way of thinking which is usually
referred as patient empowerment. As a result, the patient’s dependency for information
from the doctor is reduced. Moreover, patients feel autonomous and more confident
about the management of their disease [9].
PMIR platform focuses on making the available information timelier and more
relevant with respect to dynamic influences in the individual patient's treatment. The idea
is that even if two patients suffer from the same disease and they are in the same phase
of the treatment, their interests on available information may differ based on various
factors. For example, patients might have different medical background that is not
directly related to the treatment, they might receive additional drugs due to other,
independent treatments, or they might be affected by other external factors such as the
weather in case of allergies. More subjective factors include for example patient
preferences for more simple or more complex information. To the best of our knowledge
no other system providing medical information is able to be dynamically adapted in such
a diverse environment.
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